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Bug list of 1.02
Posted by Vissavald - 31 Jan 2017 18:09
_____________________________________

Is there a list of all now-known remaining bugs of DLR 1.02 (like Group Warding fail while defending and
so on)?

============================================================================

Re: Bug list of 1.02
Posted by KGB - 01 Sep 2017 21:09
_____________________________________

Molotov,

You will probably find disassembling the code to be harder than you think. I've seen the code and it isn't
well written and it contains 'goto' statements which is going to make it that much harder in assembler
mode.

I'm still not 100% clear what you did. Did you:

1) Create a 15 strength 1 hit unit (9+9) with +10 warding

2) Create a 1 strength 1 hit unit with +10 lightning

3) Have a stack of 8 lightning units attack a stack of 8 warding units

4) Compute the expected kill odds without warding/lightning and compare to what you actually got and
use that to figure out if there is a bug?

Why do all that in step 4. Just watch the battle instead of clicking through it. If you see lightning strikes
there is a bug. If you don't then there isn't.

I *think* I recall that there is different battle code used if you click-through a battle versus watch it play
out with animations. I believe the click-through code has different bugs than the animated code. This is
why in PBEM games I sometimes click through battles and sometimes watch them play out.

KGB
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Re: Bug list of 1.02
Posted by Molotov - 01 Sep 2017 22:58
_____________________________________

I was attacking stacks of wrd10 units with 1 lgt10 unit until it was dead, as it can miss sometimes. That
is, lgt10 does not fire with 100% chance against a defending wrd10 unit, the chance is lower. To find the
actual percentage I gathered some statistics and it occurred that for lgt10 its 90%, as well as for lgt9,
and 80% for lgt8, and 42% for lgt5. Maybe these results were spoiled by skipping battle animations..

============================================================================

Re: Bug list of 1.02
Posted by KGB - 02 Sep 2017 00:07
_____________________________________

Molotov,

I think recall Steve saying there is no 100% chance for Acid/Lightning/Assassin. So even if you have a
+10 Lightning unit against a normal unit (0 warding) it will only get a lightning hit 90% of the time. That
would fit with your Lightning +10 and Lightning +9 units both hitting at only 90%.

The real numbers that matter are the lower values (+1 to +5) which is where 99% of the units will be in
battle. For those you need to watch animations to see if a Lightning +2 unit gets a strike against a
Warding +2 unit.

So you should definitely try with the animations to see if that is different. I am sure I remember that it
works differently which is why people in online games who click through battles experienced different
things than PBEM players who normally watch the battle animations.

KGB
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